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Design, Development and Analysis of Embedded Systems for
Condition Monitoring of Rotating Machines using FFT Algorithm
Sanket Dessai*, and Zakiyaunnissa Alias Naziya Naaz*
Abstract – Rotating machines are an integral part of large electrical power machinery in
most of the industries. Any degradation or outages in the rotating electric machinery can
result in significant losses in productivity. It is critical to monitor the equipment for any
degradation’s so that it can serve as an early warning for adequate maintenance activities
and repair. Prior research and field studies have indicated that the rotating machines have a
particular type of signal structure during the initial start-up transient. A machine
performance can be studied based on the effect of degradation in signal parameters. In this
paper a data-acquisition system and the FFT algorithm has been design and model using the
MATLAB and Simulink. The implementation had been carried out on the TMS320 DSP
Processor and various testing and verification of the machine performance had been carried
out. The results show good agreement with expected results for both simulated and real-time
data. The real-time data from AC water pumps which have rotating motors built-in were
collected and analysed. The FFT algorithm provides frequency response and based on this
frequency response performance of the machine had been measured.The FFT algorithm
provides only approximation about the machine performances.
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1. Introduction
Rotating machines cover a wide range of critical
facilities and provide the backbone of numerous industries,
from gas turbines used in the production of electricity to
turbo-machinery utilized to generate power in the aerospace
industry. It is vital that these machines run safely over time
and under different operational conditions, to ensure
continuous productivity and prevent any catastrophic
failure, which would lead to extremely expensive repairs
and may also endanger the lives of the operating personnel.
Condition monitoring is the process of monitoring a
parameter of condition in machinery, such that a major
change is indicative of developing failure. It is a main
component of predictive maintenance. The use of
conditional monitoring allows maintenance to be scheduled,
or other actions to be taken to avoid the consequences of
failure, before the failure occurs.
The basic steps for the condition monitoring depends on
the understanding the electric, magnetic and mechanical
behaviour of the rotating machine. When a machine is
started for the activity to perform during this process a
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certain level of vibration transient signals are occurred in
the machine. Vibration measurement provides a very
efficient way of monitoring the dynamics conditions of a
machine such as unbalance misalignment, mechanical
looseness, structural resonance, soft foundation and shaft
bow.
The demand for low noise machinery has become an
increasingly important issue in our society. Whenever a
rotating machine is turned on a direct step signal is not
achieved, a transient signals are obtained. These signals in
many areas can be modelled as a super-position of several
damped sinusoids. Hence rotating machines generates a
signals composed of sinusoids equi-spaced in frequency.
Some examples are power line surges when
appliances/loads are turned ON or OFF, DOARF/Antennas and mechanical vibration transients during
start up (motors, generators etc.). The spectrum of such
signals is useful in detecting faults. A traditional Fourierbased spectrum estimation method is used in this method to
do the signal analysis.Spectrum analysis is the process of
determining the frequency domain representation of a time
domain signal and most commonly employs the Fourier
transform. A spectrum analyzer can measure the noise,
frequency of response, signal-to-noise ratio, and distortion
inherent spectrum.
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Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) which is a special case of
the generalized Discrete Fourier Transform and converts the
signal from its time domain representation to its equivalent
frequency domain representation. However, frequency
analysis (sometimes called Spectral Analysis) is only one
aspect of interpreting the information contained in a
vibration signal. Frequency analysis tends to be most useful
on machines that employ rolling element bearings and
whose main failure modes tend to be the degradation of
those bearings, which typically exhibit an increase in
characteristic frequencies associated with the bearing
geometries and constructions.
A rotating part in a machine generates exponential
sinusoids, vibration and noise which lead to imperfections
in the functioning of the electrical embedded systems.
Fourier series: An infinite series whose terms are
constants multiplied by sine and cosine functions and that
can, if uniformly convergent, approximate a wide variety of
functions.
Periodic-Continuous: Examples for periodic continuous
Fourier series is sine waves, square waves, and any
waveform that repeats itself at a regular pattern from
negative to positive infinity. This version is called
the Fourier series.
Periodic-Discrete: These are discrete signals that repeat
themselves in a periodic fashion from negative to positive
infinity. This class of Fourier Transform is sometimes
called the Discrete Fourier Series.
Fourier transform: converts a time-domain signal, to
frequency domain. Fourier transform of a signal determines
the frequencies present in a signal. Just like a prism which
shows different frequencies of light present in a light source,
Fourier transforms helps in untangling the tangled
waveforms.
Aperiodic-Continuous: Examples for aperiodic
continuous is decaying exponentials and the Gaussian curve.
These signals extend to both positive and negative infinity
without repeating in a periodic pattern. The Fourier
Transform for this type of signal is simply called
the Fourier Transform.
Aperiodic-Discrete: These signals are only defined at
discrete points between positive and negative infinity, and
do not repeat themselves in a periodic fashion. This type of
Fourier transform is called the Discrete Time Fourier
Transform.
Discrete Fourier transform: A DFT is a Fourier that
converts discrete data from a time wave into a frequency
spectrum.
...... (1)

F (n) is the amplitude at the frequency n and N is the
number of discrete samples.
Fast Fourier transform: The Fast Fourier Transform
does not refer to a new or different type of Fourier
transform. It refers to a very efficient algorithm for
computing the DFT. An FFT is an algorithm that speeds up
the calculation of a DFT.
1.1 DSP Processor

Fig. 1. Block Diagram for the Condition Monitoring of the
Rotating Machine
To have a better implementation of the FFT Algorithm a
DSP processor is more suitable then the conventional
processor. As in this embedded system an extensive FFT
algorithm need to be computed based on the rotating speed
of the electric machine. In this system DM642 EVM is a
low-cost standalone development platform that enables
users to evaluate and develop applications for the TI
TMS320DM64x DSP family. Evaluators can create
software to execute on board or expand the system in a
variety of ways. The EVM also serves as a hardware
reference design for the TMS320DM642 DSP. Schematics,
logic equations, and application notes are available to ease
hardware development and reduce time to market.
The heart of the DM642 is the C64x CPU which includes
special instructions to accelerate the performance. Also, the
RISC-like instruction set and extensive use of pipelining in
C64x, allow many instructions to be scheduled and
executed in parallel. Parallelism is the key to extremely
high performance needed for video and imaging
applications. A high performance two-level cache design
allows the CPU to operate at the maximum rate. The twolevel cache lowers development time by automating offchip to on-chip data transfers. A high performance EDMA
controller feeds the CPU through flexible high-bandwidth
bus architecture. TMS320DM642 DSP is operating at the
225MHz with a 16Mbytes of synchronous DRAM and 512
Kbytes of non-volatile flash memory.
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2. Design and Implementation
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performance of the rotating machine, the following testing
of the machine has been shown in the Table 1, 2 and 3.
Table 1. Showing the Test Case: Test_1
Test Case ID
Description
Justification
Steps

Fig. 2. Implementation of FFT for the Condition
Monitoring of the Rotating Machine

Test Setup
Input
Output
Status
Comment

Test_1
Running machine 1 signal in the
scenario.
The signal frequency should be
determined.
1. Start the Simulink simulator
2. Select machine 1 Signal
3 Run the simulation
A signal from the machine 1.
Running machine 1 signal for the built
scenario.
The frequency of machine 1 signal is
determined
Simulation successful.
The machine 1 signal frequency
obtained from simulator is same as
that of MATLAB and the obtained
frequency captured from the machine.

Table 2. Showing the Test Case: Test_2
Test Case ID
Description

Fig. 3. Hardware prototype of the FFT Implementation for
Condition Monitoring of the Rotating Machine

Justification
Steps

This section describes about the design of the embedded
system and its implementation for the condition monitoring
of the rotating machine. Fig 1 shows the block diagram of
Condition Monitoring of Rotating Machine. The transient
signal is captured from the rotating machines (motor or
generator) which conditions need to be monitored, this
captured signal is modelled as exponentially damped
sinusoidal and it is analogous in nature. Hence using analog
to digital converter the analog transient signal is converted
to digital signal. The digital signal is subjected to signal
processing algorithm like FFT. Based on the FFT spectrum
the output of the machine is carefully analysed and
compared based on the damping and frequencies as shown
in Fig 2.A Hardware setup for the condition monitoring is
shown in the Fig 3.

Test Setup
Input
Output
Status
Comment

Table 3. Showing the Test Case: Test_3
Test Case ID
Description
Justification

3. Verification and Testing
To ensure that the baseline MATLAB and SIMULINK
code is functioning correctly, generate a known input signal
with known frequency. The output of MATLAB and
SIMULINK blocks are validated to show equivalence with
the input signals. The actual sampled real signals captured
via data acquisition systems are then tested and validated.
The different test cases had been simulated to determine the

Test_2
Running machine 2 signal in the
scenario.
The signal frequency should be
determined.
1. Start the Simulink simulator
2. Select machine 2 Signal
3 Run the simulation
A signal from the machine 2.
Running machine 2
signal for the
built scenario.
The frequency of machine 2 signal is
determined
Simulation successful.
The machine 2
signal frequency
obtained from simulator is same as
that of MATLAB and the obtained frequency
is compared with the signal captured from
other machines.

Steps

Test Setup
Input
Output
Status
Comment

Test_3
Running a degraded machine signal in the
scenario.
The signal frequency should be
determined.
1. Start the Simulink simulator
2. Select Signal
3 Run the simulation
A degraded signal from the machine.
Running the signal for the built
scenario.
The frequency of signal is determined
Simulation successful.
The degraded machine signal frequency
obtained from simulator is same as that of
MATLAB
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4. Results and Discussions
In this section stage-wise signals are obtained from
different machine and its results bas been discussed. Fig. 4
shows the different signals which were measured from four
different machines (three healthy water pump motors and
one which is degraded water pump) but all the four
machines had same specification rating and these signals
are used to determine the machine conditions using FFT.
Fig. 5 and Table. 4 show output of FFT obtained in
MATLAB for synthetic data. The synthetic data of FFT
contains both frequency and damping of the signals. But
from FFT only frequency of the signals is estimated. The
main reason for developing the synthetic data was to verify
the developed algorithm.

Fig. 6. Signal Obtained From Different Machine of the
Rotating Machine
Fig. 6 and Table. 5 shows an FFT output which is
obtained for real time data. From the above plot it is clear
that the frequency of all the four machines is of
approximately 50Hz hence FFT based analysis is tedious to
conclude about the machine performances and not very
accurate.

Fig. 4. Signal Obtained From Different Machine of the
Rotating Machine
Fig. 7. Signal Obtained From Different Machine of the
Rotating Machine

Fig. 5. Signal Obtained From Different Machine of the
Rotating Machine
Table 4. Showing the Different Machine Signal and its
Frequency
Signals
Signal 1
Signal 2

Frequency (Hz)
50
100

Signal 3

200

Table 5. Showing the Frequency of the Different Machine
and its Performance
Type Of Machine
Good Machine 1
Good Machine 2
Good Machine 3
Degraded Machine

Frequency (Hz)
49.6646
48.9621
49.6969
49.786

Fig. 7 shows an FFT output which is obtained for real
time data on the target board i.e. TMS320DM642. The
output is obtained by simulating all the four different
signals which were captured from different machines. But
from FFT only the frequency of the signal is determined.
The output obtained from software model of MATLAB is
same as that of the real-time hardware implementation
using the TMS320DM642.

5. Conclusion
Embedded condition monitoring of rotating machines is
carried out using FFT algorithm which is signal processing
techniques. Verification of the algorithms through real field
data captured by data acquisition systems for monitoring
the health of rotating machines is performed.
An FFT algorithm helps in determining the frequency
analysis of the rotating machine. Just from the frequency
analysis only the approximation can be determined. In
future new algorithm can be used to determine the
performance of the machine.
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